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I have a favourite story about John Howard.
In the 1960s the Liberal Youth Council used to have its meetings in the basement of party headquarters and, as Deputy Chairman of the Council, Howard generally ran them. Late one night after the usual motions had been passed, condemning trade unions and calling for an end to communist infiltration of Australia’s schools, a group of Young Liberals loitered around outside—waiting for Howard to lock the door to the basement. For whatever reason he couldn’t get the key to turn in the lock, and in response to this minor inconvenience, completely without warning, the future Prime Minister lost it, unleashing his fists and a barrage of abuse on the recalcitrant door. It was, a Liberal old-timer assures me, a truly extraordinary sight—and an indication of the depth of feeling that lurks beneath Howard’s stoic exterior.

On the strength of this and other vignettes, I have yearned to see a decent Howard book that prises away the facade. With John Winston Howard: the Biography the moment has finally come, and that is terrific—although those who regard biography as an opportunity to get in close and gain a feel for the protagonist may find that this treatment of Howard only whets the appetite.

For the most part John Winston Howard isn’t the sort of book that tries to put you in the same room as its subject. It doesn’t evoke Treasurer Howard, alone in his parliamentary office those many nights as he pored over the budget papers; and its account of how Howard was bullied as a teenager and suffered over the premature death of his father, is terse and factual. Accordingly the book is more of an informative than a visceral experience. Reading it, I couldn’t help wishing for more of a sense of the man; the more so because the few passages that are anecdotal and evocative are simply so enjoyable. Pen portraits of a younger John Howard—as he defuses a drunken stand-off on the outskirts of Jindabyne or chats up his future wife under the nose of her then boyfriend—are where John Winston Howard is at its best. But they aren’t really what the authors are about.

What they are about is putting new information into the public domain, and marshalling the many phases of Howard’s career into a single coherent narrative. In this respect they have succeeded admirably, and the approach pays dividends that could not have been anticipated. Facts about Howard’s life that have already been repeated ad nauseam in the press acquire a different hue as they get put into context. The John Howard who stayed in the family home until his thirties ceases to be an introverted nerd, and becomes instead the caring son who wanted to support his widowed mother. The law student who made hardly any impression on the other members of his class no longer lacks the capacity to impress—he was just never there because of his Young Liberal commitments. And so forth.

Other material is new. A more nuanced picture emerges of an upbringing, which Howard himself has always portrayed as extremely modest. We learn that his father actually owned two petrol stations, and that the family business extended to ‘rorting’ (the authors’ word) a government entitlement program—an act of impropriety in which John Howard himself might have played a minor role.

So it’s all useful stuff. And of course the quotes extracted from Peter Costello and Janette Howard are a triumph. Whether the authors benefited from blind luck, or possessed a little political black magic—it is not often that a federal treasurer rubbishes his own government’s expenditure choices; or a Prime Minister’s wife suggests that anything less than a ‘firm commitment’ from her husband will not be honoured—the quotes also guaranteed that this book would have an attentive media. I spoke to one of its authors just a week before the release and could practically hear the clouds of cigar smoke forming at the other end of the phone line as he savoured his good fortune.

‘Yeah, it should clog the news cycle for a few days,’ he said airily.

He was right, and I feel very happy for him.

Media attention aside however the Howard biography is not without flaws—some of which are recurrent. In particular, it is littered with instances where conclusions bear little correspondence with the narrative. For example: the
Above all else I think an important avenue of inquiry has been missed. Many different John Howards come up for discussion in this book: the shrewd politician; the ideologue; the family man; the nationalist. But at least one is missing. John Howard is worshipped by large sections of his party, and even at his lowest points has had supporters who were prepared to defer to and obey him. As far back as 1994, Tony Abbott—a man who can have few equals for egotism and self-absorption—said that Howard is not only his hero, he also occupies a plinth to which Abbott can only aspire. This is no small thing, and demands further analysis. The Prime Minister may or may not possess qualities of personal greatness, he may or may not be a major figure of Australian political history, but a large number of people are convinced of both, and no commentator has tried to explain why. Important ground needs to be covered; but it must wait for another day.

None of this should obscure the book’s underlying value or that it stands out like a gemstone in the steaming pile of ordure that is Australian political biography. There’s even a cute gesture on the dust-jacket, which I assume is the publisher’s hint at its own private views of the Prime Minister and his party. The dust-jacket invites readers to gain ‘an insightful understanding of the John Howard who lies …’.
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